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Abstract—IT users are faced with various threats on a daily
basis. Unfortunately, not all possible dangers are known to them,
such that the users fall an easy victim to attacks. For this reason,
IT specialists demand for higher IT security awareness. Although
researchers and practitioners exercise ongoing efforts in this
area, their work often lacks a concise definition of the term
“security awareness”. Since there is no agreement on the term,
different (and sometimes not compatible) ways of raising and
measuring security awareness exist. This paper is an effort to
give an overview of this phenomenon and to show that awareness
in IT security is not standardized yet.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the use of computers, smart phones and other electronic

devices has become a part of everyday life, users are constantly

faced with potential dangers. To close the gap of knowledge

between the conventional users and professionals, security

awareness campaigns and training courses have become an

accepted practice and are also considered in IT security

research. The published papers often cover topics revolving

around awareness programs such as how to initiate or to

design them, or how to evaluate their effectiveness. However,

the understanding of security awareness varies between the

authors, such that no clear unified definition exists so far.

Contribution. We analyze selected papers with the focus on

the implicit and explicit definitions of what security awareness

means to the authors, and also how awareness can be measured

and improved. We furthermore suggest a classification of

the different meanings into three groups according to three

dimensions extracted from the literature. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first work that focuses on various

meanings of “awareness” in the field of IT security. This paper

is therefore intended to be an initial step towards a commonly

accepted definition of security awareness.

Although books written by practitioners, such as Herold [5],

Killmeyer [6] or McIlwraith [7], provide practical definitions

for the context of awareness campaigns, we put our focus on

research papers. We also consider some papers and brochures

published by governmental organizations.

Roadmap. We detected three different groups of intended

meanings of security awareness that we present in Sections II,

III and IV, respectively. After a brief summary of the

definitions in Section V, we propose to structure “security

awareness” along three dimensions in order to facilitate a

more clear reasoning about security awareness (Section VI).

We conclude and give some directions for future research in

Section VII.

II. SECURITY AWARENESS AS PERCEPTION

The Oxford Dictionary [3] describes awareness as “knowing

sth; knowing that sth exists and is important; being interested

in sth;”. The website oxforddictionaries.com [4] reduces this

definition to “knowledge or perception of a situation or fact”.

The first group of security awareness definitions is closely

connected to the above general definitions of awareness. It

focuses on the fact that users should know that dangers

exist. Johnston and Warkentin [8] state that if “an individual

perceives the threat, that individual can be described as having

awareness of a threat”. In their study, fear appeals were used

on the topic of spyware. To measure the success of the

treatment they use surveys where the user’s agreement with

statements such as “I intend to use anti-spyware software in

the next 3 months” is measured on a five-point Likert scale.

Guttman and Roback [9, p. 145] see awareness as the ‘what’

component of security. The only objective is recognition of

threats. Training is used to answer to the ‘how’ and education

for the ‘why’. They state that despite the difficulties to

measure the effectiveness of an awareness-raising program, an

evaluation should be done and propose knowledge tests on the

discussed topics, monitoring of user behavior and the number

of reported security incidents as measurements. This view on

awareness is shared by Stallings and Brown [10].

Bulgurcu et al. [11] state that “information security aware-

ness (ISA) is defined as an employee’s general knowledge

about information security and his cognizance of the ISP of

his organization”, where ISP means the “Information Security

Policy” of the company.

The German Federal Academy of Public Administration

(BAköV) released a guide for improving IT security awareness

[12]. Its goal is to make users more sensitive about the data

they process at work and the hardware they use for this

purpose. Moreover, users should be able to recognize possible

threats at an early stage and to report this to the responsible IT

security staff. They propose that the efficiency of an awareness

program should be measured by a feedback survey after the

training.

Nosworthy [13] suggests a similar approach for companies.

According to her, users “need to be made ‘aware’ of informa-

tion security and what it means to the organization. They need

to be educated to understand. They need to be encouraged,

motivated and assured and know where to go to if they have

problems”. Indicators for the usefulness of a program are the
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number of incident reports. Further, she proposes the use of

an award scheme for participation in awareness classes or

certificates of achievement.

The European Network and Information Security Agency

(ENISA) [14] sees security awareness as a necessary step

towards understanding security threats. As measurements for

the effectiveness of an awareness program, various factors are

mentioned. They range from results of know-how-benchmark

tools, time spent for fixing security related errors to the

avoided costs of security breaches.

Bray [15] states that “Security awareness is a training effort

designed to raise the security consciousness of employees”. He

provides a checklist of security actions after a user quits the

company. Measurement of awareness is not discussed.

Siponen and Vance [16] found out that “awareness of

potential damage to the organization” is needed if users are

not following the security policies. They measure awareness

by user’s self-assessment in following the policies.

III. SECURITY AWARENESS AS PROTECTION

The second group of security awareness definitions demands

that users should know which dangers exist and which mea-

sures are needed to protect themselves.

Wikipedia [17] gives such a definition for security aware-

ness: “Security awareness is the knowledge and attitude

members of an organization possess regarding the protection

of the physical and especially, information assets of that

organization”.

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) also shares this view on awareness. Wilson et al.

[18] state that “Awareness is not training. The purpose of

awareness presentations is simply to focus attention on secu-

rity. Awareness presentations are intended to allow individuals

to recognize IT security concerns and respond accordingly”.

Further they suggest four levels of awareness evaluation. The

first is concerning “end-of-course evaluations” to understand

the satisfaction of the users. The second focuses on “behavior

objective testing” to get an insight into learning effectiveness.

The third is to show “job transfer skills”, which expresses

performance effectiveness. The last one focuses on the orga-

nizational benefits.

This definition of awareness is also used in later works by

Wilson [19] and by ENISA’s paper for financial organizations

[20]. The latter suggests know-how-tests and the use of online

training material with built in questions. Password scans

could show how password awareness was raised. The success

rate of simulated phishing mails could also work as a good

indicator. Their measures consist of the factors “quality and

comparability issues”, “relevance”,“ availability of indicators”

and “processing”.

Cone et al. [21] and Cox et al. [22] also differentiate

between awareness programs and training. Cone et al. [21]

use a video game to fill the gap between awareness and

training. Cox et al. [22] state that in some fields awareness

and training have to be taught together, while for some topics

general awareness raising is sufficient. Both do not measure

effectiveness. Cox et al. [22] see discussions about security and

reflection on one’s behavior as a success factor of a program,

while Cone et al. [21] admit that positive feedback is not

sufficient.

Straub and Welke [23] express the need of knowing coun-

termeasures to existing threats. For them, “training should

also make participants aware of the general effectiveness of

deterrent, preventive, detective, and remedial countermeasures

in lowering systems risk”. The training mentioned by them is

based on a review of the security policies of a company. Since

they propose that after an awareness training a countermeasure

matrix for possible threats is made, one can assume that the

effectiveness of the training could be reflected there, although

this is not directly stated in their work.

Hansche [24] expresses that users have to be “made aware

of the vulnerabilities and threats to the IT system they use

and what they can do to help protect their information”.

To evaluate the changes in awareness, various methods are

proposed. They range from surveys about what trainees liked

or remember from the awareness campaign to the number and

type of security incidents before and after the training, visits

at the workplaces, password cracking attempts by admins or

the number of accesses to security related material. It is noted

that an informal review of these methods is sufficient in most

cases. In her later work she shows that the correct use of the

methods to protect the data is necessary and should be taught

in a training program [25]. This methodology is also used by

Furnell et al. [26]. Since their computer-based training tool

recognizes correct answers of the users, the measurement of

effectiveness is already implemented.

The Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Devel-

opment Guidelines (OECD) [27] demand that “Participants

should be aware of the need for security of information

systems and networks and what they can do to enhance

security”. A way of measuring is not provided. This view

on awareness is also shared by Stanton et al. [28]. They use

a web survey with questions about topics such as levels of

organizational commitment, assessments of negative emotional

events at work or a self-assessment of technical knowledge.

Pahnila et al. [29] focus on what is needed to ensure that

users comply with IS security policies. For them, “effective IS

security requires that employees are not only aware of, but also

comply with the IS security policies and guidelines”. It is not

quite clear whether the knowledge about protection is included

in this definition, as this depends on the particular security

policy. In this paper user’s compliance is measured with web

based questionnaires. The questions asked revolve around the

users’ habits, their thoughts on sanctions and rewards or their

threat appraisal.

IV. SECURITY AWARENESS AS BEHAVIOR

The last group of security awareness definitions expresses

that the main reason for initiating an awareness program is

to effectively reduce security incidents. This goal can not

be reached by theoretical knowledge alone. Users have to

know e.g. which software they have to use to avoid dangers
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and (even more important) they have to know how to use it

correctly.

McCoy and Fowler [30] present an awareness program

which “consists of in-person and web-based training, monthly

topic-specific campaigns, presentations to specialized groups

and guest speakers”. They want to “change the way people

think and act when it comes to information security”. Although

they present ways to educate users, they lack a clear method

to measure the efficiency of an awareness training. They note,

however, that after one of their training sessions more virus

infections were reported. They don’t know the actual reason

for this, but mention the possibility that users could be more

willing to report incidents after the course.

Wolf et al. [2] define security awareness as “the effort to

impart knowledge of or about factors in information security

to the degree that it influences users’ behavior to conform

to policy”. This expresses that users have to follow the

security advice correctly. They measure the compliance of an

password-awareness-raising program by observing the changes

of users’ passwords in the database. They check if the atten-

dees follow the given advice for creating secure passwords.

In a more recent publication by ENISA [31] the use of

“awareness materials suited to alter cognition, attitudes and

behaviour of citizens” is proposed. They state that measuring

the effects of an awareness program can be quite difficult.

Kruger and Kearney [32] define awareness as “what does a

person know (knowledge); how do they feel about the topic

(attitude); and what do they do (behaviour)”. They measure the

three factors of awareness (knowledge, attitude and behavior)

in six key areas with a knowledge test. The observed topics

such as “password policy” are further subdivided into more

detailed areas. Weighting according to relevance is applied to

the factors, key areas and the underlying sub areas.

Thomson and von Solms [33] use an attitude system, which

contains behavior intentions and the resulting behavior, cog-

nitions and affective responses. The term “cognition” contains

the knowledge how to act right in a given situation. They also

note that “the objectives of this security awareness program

will be to change the ideas and behaviour of the user”. They

show several ways of changing behavior and attitudes with

methods of social psychology. The adherence to the topics

discussed in the awareness program could be checked by

hidden observations at the participants’ workplace. They also

mention that users could report how they improved their

security settings at regular security awareness meetings.

Siponen [34] describes five types of users, which need

different kinds of awareness. For users of the “general pub-

lic dimension” various threats have to be known and their

behavior (e.g., on their own homepage) has to be considered,

too. Knowledge about countermeasures such as the creation of

secure passwords is also mentioned. The most sophisticated

group needs “education in computer ethics in parallel with

technical education, in addition to discussing issues related

to information security awareness”. Measurements are not

discussed.

Siponen and Kajava [35] emphasize that “awareness com-

prises education and training as follows: education should

increase people’s insight and answer the ‘why’ (it should

increase motivation); training, on the other hand, should in-

crease skills and competence (the ability part of perfomance),

and corresponds to the ‘how’ of the tasks”. In this paper, no

measuring of awareness is proposed. This view was also stated

in a later work of Siponen [36]. In this work Siponen states

that “It is not necessary to measure explicitly at what level

people’s attitudes may be. Explicit measurement of human

attitude levels in this respect is in any case very difficult, and

the advantage of any information gained is offset by the fact

that it may vary depending on the person.”

Shaw et al. [37] think of awareness as the combination of

“perception, comprehension and projection”, where projection

means security relevant decisions. In terms of measuring they

provide a test consisting of 20 multiple choice questions

revolving around perception and comprehension. Those ques-

tions are chosen based on the user’s specific need of awareness.

V. SUMMARY OF THE ANALYZED DEFINITIONS

The previous sections show that there are at least three ways

of interpreting the term “security awareness”. As a conse-

quence, not only the taught skills in awareness campaigns,

but also the evaluations of their quality, differ greatly. The

evaluation measurements can be grouped into four areas:

1) “Feedback towards experts” describes direct feedback as

in statements how users liked the awareness campaign,

how their views on security changed or reports about

their security related actions. Discussions about security

incidents are also an option.

2) “Self assessment” summarizes the feelings of the atten-

dees about their own understanding of security and their

planned future actions.

3) “Knowledge tests” comprise the conventional question

and answer scheme and can be conducted on a piece of

paper or through an online quiz.

4) “Observation of users” can be done by e.g. visiting their

workplace or by analyzing their companies data such as

password database or network traffic. The number of

incident reports and the time needed to fix these issues

can also be attributed to this section.

A summary of the previously discussed definitions of se-

curity awareness and of the effectiveness measurements for

awareness programs is shown in Table I.

VI. BEING AWARE OF AWARENESS DEFINITIONS

The previous sections showed that different views on se-

curity awareness exist. As a consequence of this ambiguity,

misconceptions may occur. A manager’s view on awareness

may be different from what IT security experts expect. As this

paper shows, even experts do not share a common definition.

While talking about awareness, one may think of a completely

different concept without even recognizing it. Especially when

initiating an awareness campaign or program it is necessary

to know about this phenomenon.
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Johnston and Warkentin [8] � �
Guttman and Roback [9] � X X � � �
Stallings and Brown [10] � X X �

Bulgurcu et al. [11] � �
BAköV [12] � �

Nosworthy [13] � �
ENISA [14] � � �

Siponen and Vance [16] � � �
Bray [15] �
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Wilson et al. [18], [19] � � � � � �
ENISA [20] � � � �

Cox et al. [22] � � � �
Cone et al. [21] � � �

Straub and Welke [23] � �
Hansche [24] � � � �

Furnell et al. [26] � � �
OECD [27] � �

Stanton et al. [28] � � � �
Pahnila et al. [29] � ? � �

B
eh

av
io

r

McCoy and Fowler [30] � � � ? ?
Wolf et al. [2] � � � �
ENISA [31] � � �

Kruger and Kearney [32] � � � �
Thomson and von Solms [33] � � � � �

Siponen [34] � � �
Siponen and Kajava [35] � � �

Shaw et al. [37] � � � �

recognize threat
know solutions
act right
feedback towards experts
self assessment
written knowledge test
observation of users

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF VARIOUS DEFINITIONS OF AWARENESS. A CHECK MARK

EXPRESSES A DIRECT MENTIONING OF A FEATURE, WHEREAS CROSS

MARKS REPRESENT A CLEAR REJECTION. QUESTION MARKS DENOTE

THAT THIS POINT IS NOT CLEARLY SPECIFIED IN THE SOURCE, WHILE AN

EMPTY FIELD STANDS FOR NO MENTIONING OF THIS FEATURE.

In order to create a good awareness program it seems

favorable to have clear communication between the managers

and the IT security experts in charge of the program. One of

the key questions may be about what kind of awareness is

needed. To be more precise, one should ask how the ratio

between perception, protection and behavior for every key

area of the program should be? We propose the use of a

visualization of the needs. This could help to express the

organization’s needs and the experts’ views. Since not all

topics may be equally relevant for an awareness campaign

we propose to specify the needs for every topic separately.

An example is shown in Figure 1.

We note that although all analyzed literature presents the

considered dimensions as consecutive levels where perception

is a prerequisite for protection, and protection is a prerequisite

for behavior, we think that these dimensions are in fact

orthogonal, as they can exists independently of each other.

For example, a user may not be able to recognize a virus

infection, and may also not be fully aware about what a

computer virus actually is [1], but the user can still install

an anti-virus program due to some security advice and even

be able to use it correctly. On the other hand, a user may

be aware of the protection means, but may not know how to

use them, and also not be able to recognize the corresponding

Perception

Protection

Behavior

all known existing 
mechanisms

  actual 
behavior

all known existing threats

most common threats

knowledge
most common 
mechanisms

Fig. 1. Example visualization for one topic of an awareness campaign along
the three orthogonal dimensions. The point denotes the awareness to be
achieved. The attendees should recognize only the most common dangers
in this field, as shown on the perception axis. The users should have quite
a good knowledge of protection means, and should be able to act upon the
lessons learned in almost every situation, which also includes contacting IT
security personnel in case of suspicious but unknown situations. Since the
possibility of not yet discovered threats exits, continuous axes are used. A
further definition of “all known existing threats” or protection mechanisms is
out of the scope of this paper.

threats.

Moreover, sometimes recognition could also be a very

difficult goal. For example, even educated users have been

shown to be notoriously inaccurate in recognizing phishing

websites and emails [38], [39]. Nevertheless, by following a

sensible security advice (such as “never click on links in emails

coming from your bank”) the users should be able to protect

themselves.

To summarize, there is no “right” or “wrong” security

awareness. However, people have to clearly express the way

they think about security awareness in order to reach mutual

understanding.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this paper we analyzed different meanings of the term

“awareness” in the context of IT security. Furthermore, tech-

niques to measure the level of awareness where shown and

classified.

We also provided a visualization of various views on

security awareness. Since each identified type of awareness

is used in research, one may argue that each one of them

exists to fulfill specific needs. Therefore finding one commonly

accepted definition of awareness may be an almost impossible,

or at least difficult task. As a consequence this paper focused

on finding a way to specify the type of awareness need for

a given problem. The proposed use of diagrams when talking

about awareness can improve communication of the specific

needs for awareness programs.

In this work, we considered mostly the scientific point of

view on security awareness. Future research could examine

how the awareness raising methods are generally accepted

and adopted in industry and in society. Measuring success of
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awareness campaigns also remains unsolved so far. Especially

the utility of awareness as perception is not sufficiently ana-

lyzed in current research. Also the adjustment of awareness

programs to the changing needs of enterprises and society

demands further investigation.

Another future field of research could be to examine

whether various interpretations also exist for privacy awareness

[40], [41] and how these can be used to enrich our understand-

ing of security awareness.
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